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The conductive heat transfer through rarefied polyatomic gases confined between parallel plates main-
tained at different temperatures is investigated. The approach is based on three kinetic models namely
the Holway, Rykov and Andries models, as well on the DSMC scheme supplemented by the
Borgnakke–Larsen collision model. Results are presented for the total as well as for the translational
and rotational parts of the heat flux and of the density and temperature fields in a wide range of the
Knudsen number and for small, moderate and large temperature differences. The effect of the thermal
accommodation at the boundaries is also examined for two diffuse-specular reflection scenarios at the
walls. All three kinetic models provide results which are in very good agreement between them and they
also compare very well with corresponding DSMC results. Comparisons with experimental results are
performed verifying the validity of the simulations. The total heat fluxes of diatomic and polyatomic
gases have been found to be about 30%–50% and 50%–75% respectively higher than the corresponding
monatomic ones, with the highest differences occurring in the free molecular limit. The translational
and rotational temperature distributions (as well as the total temperature) are very close to each other
for each set of parameters examined and they are close to the corresponding monatomic ones, when
the translational and rotational accommodation coefficients are the same. On the contrary they depart
from each other when the two coefficients are different. In most cases as the gas–surface interaction
becomes more diffusive the dimensionless total heat flux is monotonically increased. However, for ade-
quately large temperature differences and sufficiently high gas rarefaction levels a non-monotonic
behavior has been observed. It has been also found that in polyatomic gases the dimensional heat
flux is not necessarily increased as the molar mass is decreased, which is always the case in monatomic
gases.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Heat transfer through stationary rarefied gases confined
between solid surfaces continues to be an active area of research
[1–4]. This is well justified since this heat transfer configuration
is very common in several technological applications including
vacuum pressure gauges [5], vacuum solar collectors [6], multi-
layer insulation blankets in space and cryogenic equipment [7],
micro heat exchangers and microsensors [8,9]. It is also commonly
used as a prototype set-up in order to determine the thermal con-
ductivity of gases [10] the temperature jump coefficient [11] and
the energy accommodation at the cold and hot surfaces, combining
modeling and measurements [12–14].
Heat transfer modeling in rarefied gases is commonly based on
kinetic theory [15,16] in order to yield reliable solutions in the
whole range of the Knudsen number in a unified manner.
Although the kinetic theory of plane and cylindrical heat conduc-
tion has been extensively applied to monatomic gases, the corre-
sponding problem for polyatomic gases has received considerable
less attention mainly due to the increased complexity in the inter-
molecular collision [17] and the molecular-wall interaction [18]
processes. Most of the available work is based on the Morse [19],
Holway [20] and Hanson & Morse [21] polyatomic kinetic models
and it is mainly focused in small temperature differences. Then,
the problem is treated via linearized kinetic analysis and the gov-
erning equations are solved by variational methods [22] or by
transforming the boundary value problem into a system of integral
equations. Following this latter approach extensive results have
been provided in [23] for the heat fluxes through several
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polyatomic gases confined between parallel plates in terms of the
Knudsen number and the thermal accommodation coefficients for
translational and rotational energy.

Similar work in the case of large temperature differences is very
limited. Nonlinear heat transfer in diatomic gases has been solved
based on the Holway model in [24] and more recently in [18] based
on the model proposed by Rykov [25,26]. In both cases the solution
is based on versions of the discrete ordinates (velocity) method,
while good agreement with experimental results [13,27,28] has
been observed. In [18] the work is focused on the influence of
the boundary conditions on the macroscopic quantities. Very
recently, based on the Holway and Rykov models as well as on
the DSMC method, an extended description of heat transfer in rar-
efied polyatomic gases between coaxial cylinders has been pro-
vided in [29].

In the present work a detailed computational investigation of
conductive heat transfer through rarefied polyatomic gases con-
fined between parallel plates is performed providing a complete
description of the heat flux and temperature and density distribu-
tions in terms of all involved parameters. The formulation is
based on the kinetic models proposed by Holway and Rykov as
well as on the more recently introduced model by Andries et al.
[30]. In addition, the solution is also obtained by the Boltzmann
equation via the DSMC scheme supplemented by the
Borgnakke–Larsen collision model [31]. A systematic comparison
between the results obtained by the three kinetic models and
the DSMC method, by ensuring equivalent translational and rota-
tional relaxation rates, is performed. The effect of the thermal
accommodation at the boundaries is also examined for various
diffuse-specular reflection scenarios at the walls and a compar-
ison with corresponding experimental work is included. Overall,
the influence of the number of rotational degrees of freedom is
investigated and the differences (and similarities) compared to
the corresponding monatomic gas heat transfer problem are
pointed out.

2. Heat transfer configuration and main definitions

Consider a stationary polyatomic gas confined between two
infinite parallel plates, fixed at ŷ ¼ �H=2 and maintained at con-
stant temperatures TH and TC respectively, with TH > TC . Then,
due to the temperature difference, a steady one-dimensional heat
flow is established in the direction normal to the plates and direc-
ted from the hot towards the cold plate. The present analysis treats
only the translational and rotational energy modes ignoring the
vibrational ones. Depending on the desired accuracy level, vibra-
tional excitation must be included when the flow characteristic
temperature exceeds 25%–30% of the gas characteristic vibrational
temperature which varies significantly for each gas. For instance,
for O2 and N2 the characteristic vibrational temperatures are
2256 K and 3371 K respectively, whereas for CO2 is 960 K.

In the temperature range where the effects of vibrational
degrees of freedom can be neglected, the problem may be modeled
by the Boltzmann equation for a gas of rigid rotators. When intrin-
sic molecular angular momenta (spin) has no preferential align-
ment, the gas may be described by a spin orientation averaged

distribution function f̂ ðŷ; t; ÎÞ, where t ¼ ðnx; ny; nzÞ is the molecular

velocity vector and Î is the internal energy, describing the molecu-
lar internal states through a single variable [17].

In polyatomic gases the internal energy can be divided in two
parts, the energy of the translational motion and the energy asso-
ciated to the internal structure. These energies are related to the
corresponding so-called translational and rotational temperatures
and heat fluxes. Then, the macroscopic quantities of practical inter-

est are obtained by the moments of f̂ as
nðŷÞ ¼
Z 1
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where n, T , Q and ~Pii are the number density, total (thermodynamic)
temperature, total heat flux and normal stresses respectively. The
subscripts tr and rot denote the translational and rotational parts,
while the parameter j is the number of rotational degrees of free-
dom, with j ¼ 2 for diatomic and linear molecules and j ¼ 3 in all
other cases (j ¼ 0 refers to monoatomic molecules).

The main two parameters characterizing the problem are the
normalized temperature difference

b ¼ TH � TC

2T0
; ð7Þ

where T0 ¼ ðTH þ TCÞ=2 is the reference temperature and the refer-
ence gas rarefaction parameter

d0 ¼
P0H
l0t0

: ð8Þ

In Eq. (8), l0 is the gas viscosity at reference temperature T0,

t0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kBT0=m

p
with kB being the Boltzmann constant and m the

molecular mass, is the most probable molecular speed and

P0 ¼ n0kBT0, with n0 ¼ 1
H

R H=2
�H=2 nðŷÞdŷ, is a reference pressure. It is

noted that d0 2 ½0;1Þ and it is proportional to the inverse
Knudsen number, with the limiting values of d0 ¼ 0 and d0 !1
corresponding to the free molecular and hydrodynamic limits
respectively. In addition to the parameters b and d0 the problem
is also characterized by the type of wall-gas interaction, which is
defined in Section 3.3.

Furthermore, it is convenient to introduce the following dimen-
sionless variables and macroscopic quantities:

y ¼ ŷ=H; c ¼ t=t0; I ¼ Î=kBT0; f ¼ f̂t3
0kBT0=n0; ð9Þ

q ¼ n=n0; Pii ¼ ~Pii=ð2n0kBT0Þ; ð10Þ

str ¼ Ttr=T0; srot ¼ Trot=T0; s ¼ ð3str þ jsrotÞ=ð3þ jÞ; ð11Þ

qtr ¼ Q tr=ðn0kBT0t0Þ; qrot ¼ Q rot=ðn0kBT0t0Þ; q ¼ qtr þ qrot:

ð12Þ

Here, the effect of all parameters on the translational and rota-
tional heat fluxes and temperature distributions as well as on the
density distribution for polyatomic gases is examined. This is
achieved both in a deterministic and stochastic manner described
in Sections 3 and 4 respectively.
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3. Polyatomic kinetic modeling

The effort of solving the Boltzmann equation either analytically
or numerically, is significantly reduced by substituting its collision
term with reliable kinetic models. The two well-known models
introduced by Holway [20] and Rykov [25,26] as well as the more
recently introduced model by Andries [30], are implemented. All
three models may be considered as BGK type models and, for
monatomic gases they are reduced to the BGK [32], Shakhov [33]
and ES [20] models respectively. The models by Holway and
Rykov, where the collision integral consists of two components
corresponding to the elastic and inelastic collisions are described
in Section 3.1. The model by Andries, where the collision term is
kept in compact form as it is in the ES model with a new ‘‘artificial’’
temperature which is accordingly decomposed into translational
and rotational parts, is provided in Section 3.2. The associated
boundary conditions are given in Section 3.3, while the transla-
tional and rotational relaxation rates of all models are formulated
in the Appendix A. The H-theorem has been proved in [30] for the
Andries model and can be proved in a straightforward manner for
the Holway model following the arguments leading to analogous
proof of the BGK model.

It is obvious that the dependency of the distribution function f
on the energy I of the rotational motion significantly increases the
computational effort compared to the monatomic gas case.
However, for BGK type models all macroscopic quantities can be
obtained by a simpler formalism introducing two reduced density
distributions one for the mass and one for the internal energy
according to g ¼

R1
0 fdI and h ¼

R1
0 fIdI [18,30,34]. For the specific

problem under consideration the computational effort is further
reduced by eliminating, based on the so-called projection proce-
dure, the cx and cz components of the molecular velocity by intro-
ducing the reduced distributions:

FðiÞðy;cyÞ¼
Z 1
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gc2

x dczdcx; ð13Þ

In Eqs. (13) the superscript i ¼ H;R;A denotes the Holway (H),
Rykov (R) and Andries (A) models respectively. By operating
accordingly with the appropriate integral operators on the original
form of each of the kinetic model equations the corresponding
reduced systems of integro-differential equations for each model
may be obtained.

3.1. Models with elastic and inelastic collision terms

The Holway and Rykov models, which have been commonly
applied with considerable success in rarefied polyatomic gas flows
and heat transfer configurations [26,29,34–36], are formulated. For
the present one-dimensional heat transfer problem both models
may be written in a similar compact form as

cy
@WðiÞ

@y
¼d0qðiÞðsðiÞtr Þ

1�x
Prv 1

ZðiÞ
WðiÞrot�WðiÞ
� �

þ 1� 1
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� �
WðiÞtr �WðiÞ
� �� �

;

ð14Þ

where i ¼ H;R. Here, the vector of the unknown distributions

WðiÞ ¼ ½FðiÞ;GðiÞ; SðiÞ�
T

depends on two independent variables, namely
y and cy. Also, the reference gas rarefaction d0 is given by Eq. (8),
Pr is the Prandtl number of the gas, with the parameter v ¼ 1 in
the Holway model and v ¼ 0 in the Rykov model, while the param-

eter 1 6 ZðiÞ <1 indicates the fraction of rotational collisions with
regard to the total collisions. As ZðiÞ ! 1, the first two equations
in (14) for i ¼ H;R are transformed to the corresponding reduced
BGK and Shakhov equations for monatomic gas. In the derivation
of Eq. (14) the Inverse Power Law (IPL) interaction between parti-
cles has been introduced with x 2 ½1=2;1�.

The translational and rotational relaxing distributions in Eq.

(14) are given by WðiÞtr ¼ FðiÞtr ;G
ðiÞ
tr ; S

ðiÞ
tr

h iT
and WðiÞrot ¼ ½F

ðiÞ
rot ;G

ðiÞ
rot; S

ðiÞ
rot �

T

respectively, where the components of these vectors for each
kinetic model are as follows:
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The Holway model cannot recover the shear viscosity and ther-
mal conductivity simultaneously and since here a purely heat
transfer configuration is investigated the collision frequency has
been set to properly recover the property of thermal conductivity.
The Rykov model, as the Shakhov model for monatomic gases,
recovers both coefficients. The parameter j ¼ l=ðmnDÞ, where D
is the gas self-diffusion coefficient, is a constant which for a power
intermolecular potential is varying between the values of 1/1.2 for
hard spheres and 1/1.543 for Maxwell molecules [26,37]. It is also
stated in [26] that the parameters -0 and -1 are chosen so that the
thermal conductivity obtained from the model equation is close to
the experimental data in [38]. Alternatively, following the theory
in [39], once the constant j and the rotational collision number
ZðRÞ are defined, the parameters -0 and -1 may be determined in
order to obtain the correct translational and rotational thermal
conductivity coefficients from the equations [39,40]:
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Then, based on Eq. (17), the Prandtl number is given by [40]

Pr ¼ 7
5ZðRÞ

3
2ZðRÞ þ 1�-0

þ 0:4
jZðRÞ þ ð1� jÞð1�-1Þ

" #�1

: ð18Þ

In cases where the Pr number, along with the constant j and
the collision number ZðRÞ, are given, Eq. (18) and either of Eq.
(17) may be used to define -0 and -1.

The dimensionless macroscopic quantities in terms of the

reduced distributions FðiÞ, GðiÞ and SðiÞ are given by the following
moments:

qðiÞ ¼
Z 1

�1
FðiÞdcy; ð19Þ

sðiÞtr ¼
2

3qðiÞ
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ðc2
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qðiÞtr ¼
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yFðiÞ þ GðiÞÞcydcy; qðiÞrot ¼
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SðiÞcydcy; qðiÞ ¼ qðiÞtr þ qðiÞrot:
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It is noted that the conservation equation @qðiÞðyÞ=@y ¼ 0,
i ¼ H;R;A is readily deduced, which implies that the total heat flux
qðiÞðyÞ remains constant along �1=2 6 y 6 1=2. The Rykov model at
its present form is applicable only to diatomic gases (j ¼ 2), while
the Holway model is applicable to polyatomic gases (j ¼ 2;3).

3.2. The ES-BGK model for polyatomic gases

The ES-BGK model for polyatomic gases proposed by Andries
et al. [30], has received less attention since it has been proposed
more recently. Its applicability is demonstrated in [41] where some
typical rarefied gas flows are solved and a comparison with corre-
sponding results based on the Boltzmann equation is provided. In
terms of the reduced distribution functions the model, for the pre-
sent heat transfer problem is written as [30,41]

cy
@WðAÞ

@y
¼ d0qðAÞðsðAÞtr Þ

1�x 1
1� v þ hm

� �
½WðAÞeq �WðAÞ�; ð22Þ

where the superscript ðAÞ denotes the Andries model and

WðAÞ ¼ ½FðAÞ;GðAÞ; SðAÞ;RðAÞ�
T

is the vector of the unknown reduced dis-
tributions. In this model the reduced equilibrium functions in Eq.

(22) are kept in compact form WðAÞeq ¼ ½F
ðAÞ
eq ;G

ðAÞ
eq ; S

ðAÞ
eq ;R

ðAÞ
eq �

T
, where

FðAÞeq ¼
qðAÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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yK�1

yy �;

SðAÞeq ¼
jqðAÞsðAÞrel
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qðAÞKxx

2
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p exp½�c2
y K�1

yy �; ð23Þ

with the tensor K ii, i ¼ x; y; z, written as

K ii ¼ ð1� hÞ ð1� mÞsðAÞtr þ 2m
PðAÞii

qðAÞ

" #
þ hsðAÞ: ð24Þ

The quantity sðAÞrel in Eq. (23) is a new ‘‘artificial’’ temperature,
which is accordingly decomposed as

sðAÞrel ¼ hsðAÞ þ ð1� hÞsðAÞrot ; ð25Þ
where sðAÞ and sðAÞrot are the total and rotational temperatures respec-
tively. The relaxation parameters �1=2 6 m < 1 and 0 6 h 6 1 are
chosen to recover the correct Prandtl number of diatomic and poly-
atomic gases according to

2
3
6 Pr ¼ 1

1� mþ hm
<1: ð26Þ

For a monatomic gas a Prandtl of 2/3 is obtained by taking h ¼ 0
and m ¼ �1=2. In that case the ES model kinetic model for mona-
tomic gases is recovered.

The macroscopic quantities of number density qðAÞ, transla-

tional, rotational and total temperatures sðAÞtr , sðAÞrot and sðAÞ respec-

tively as well as the corresponding heat fluxes qðAÞtr , qðAÞrot and qðAÞ

are given by Eqs. (19)–(21), with i ¼ A, while the normal stresses
in Eq. (24) are

PðAÞxx ¼
Z 1

�1
RðAÞdcy; PðAÞyy ¼

Z 1

�1
FðAÞc2

y dcy; PðAÞzz ¼
Z 1

�1
ðGðAÞ �RðAÞÞdcy

ð27Þ

It is noted that the entropy inequality (H-theorem) has been
proved for this polyatomic kinetic model with �1=2 6 m < 1 and
0 < h < 1 in [30].

3.3. Boundary conditions

To close the problem the formulation of the boundary condi-
tions at y ¼ �1=2 for the reflected distributions is provided. The
classical Maxwell wall model is applied [42]. Hereby, to distinguish
between incident and reflected quantities the superscripts ð�Þ and
ðþÞ respectively are introduced.

At the boundaries the thermal accommodation coefficients for
the translational and rotational energy are respectively defined
as [18,23]

atr ¼
E�tr � Eþtr
E�tr � Ew

tr

; arot ¼
E�rot � Eþrot

E�rot � Ew
rot

; ð28Þ

where E�tr and E�rot are the incident translational and rotational
energy fluxes, Eþtr ¼ 2NkBTa

tr and Eþrot ¼ ðj=2ÞNkBTa
rot are the reflected

translational and rotational energy fluxes, while Ew
tr ¼ 2NkBTw and

Ew
rot ¼ ðj=2ÞNkBTw are the translational and rotational energy fluxes

that would have been achieved if the reflected molecules were
emitted in thermal equilibrium at the surface. The incident and
reflected particle fluxes are equal to each other and they are both
denoted by N ¼ �

R
ny<0

R1
0 nyfdIdn, Tw is the surface temperature,

while Ta
tr and Ta

rot are parameters to be obtained as part of the solu-
tion from the energy balances, i.e. Eqs. (28), at the surface. The ther-
mal accommodation coefficients vary between unity (complete
accommodation, diffuse reflection) and zero (adiabatic, specular
reflection).

The distribution function of the polyatomic particles reflected
from the surfaces has the following form [34]:

fþ ¼ nw
m

2pkBTa
tr

� �3=2

exp � mn2

2kBTa
tr

" #
Îj=2�1

ðkBTa
rotÞ

j=2Cðj=2Þ
exp � Î

kBTa
rot

" #
:

ð29Þ

Introducing in Eq. (29), the same normalization and projection
process as for the kinetic equations, lead to the following reflected
reduced distributions at the boundaries y ¼ �1=2:

Fþ ¼ qwffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
psa

tr

p exp½�c2
y=s

a
tr�; Gþ ¼ sa

trF
þ; Sþ ¼ j

2
sa

rotF
þ;

Rþi ¼
1
2
sa

trF
þ: ð30Þ
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The parameter qw is computed as

qw;i ¼
2
ffiffiffiffi
p
pffiffiffiffiffi
sa
p

Z 1

0
F�cydcy; ð31Þ

from the condition that the walls are not permeable to the gas. The
parameters sa

tr ¼ Ta
tr=T0 and sa

rot ¼ Ta
rot=T0 are calculated from the

energy balance equations for the rotational and translational
degrees of freedom at the surface according to

sa
tr ¼ atrsw þ ð1� atrÞ

E�tr
2N

; sa
rot ¼ arotsw þ ð1� arotÞ

2E�rot

jN
; ð32Þ

with sw ¼ Tw=T0 and

E�tr
N
¼
R1

0 ðc2
y F� þ G�ÞcydcyR1
0 F�cydcy

;
E�rot

N
¼
R1

0 S�cydcyR1
0 F�cydcy

: ð33Þ

The boundary conditions (30–33), with the two thermal accommo-
dation coefficients, separate contributions from the different energy
modes and provide a detailed description of the energy transfer
between the gas and the surface.

However in most occasions, experimental studies report only
one energy accommodation coefficient defined as

a ¼ E� � Eþ

E� � Ew : ð34Þ

Now, the energy fluxes in Eq. (34) are obtained by adding the
corresponding translational and rotational parts, i.e.
E� ¼ E�tr þ E�rot , Eþ ¼ ð2þ j=2ÞNkBTa and Ew ¼ ð2þ j=2ÞNkBTw, while
Ta ¼ Ta

tr ¼ Ta
rot . The reflected reduced distributions are given by

Fþ ¼ qwffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
psa
p exp �c2

y=s
a

h i
; Gþ ¼ saFþ; Sþ ¼ j

2
saFþ;

Rþ ¼ 1
2
saFþ; ð35Þ

where sa
rot ¼ sa

tr ¼ sa and

sa ¼ asw þ ð1� aÞ 2E�

ð4þ jÞN ; ð36Þ

while

E�

N
¼
R1

0 ðc2
y F� þ G� þ S�ÞcydcyR1

0 F�i cydcy
: ð37Þ

This approach with the one thermal accommodation coefficient
is simpler and modeling remains efficient.

Furthermore, to take into account the cross energy transfer
between the translational and rotational modes two additional
energy accommodations may be introduced into the two thermal
Fig. 1. Comparison of B–L model and CT-DSMC [45] predictions of density (left) and temp
TH ¼ 600 K and reference Knudsen number equal to 1/35.
accommodation coefficients model resulting to a total of four coef-
ficients [18]. Thus, a better adjustment to experimental results is
allowed but since the number of parameters to be examined is
increased this type of boundary conditions seems to be more useful
in investigations focused on specific comparisons between simula-
tions and experiments.

In the present work the kinetic model equations of Holway,
Rykov and Andries with the associated moments applying both
types of boundary conditions described above are solved numeri-
cally in a deterministic manner. The discretization is based on
the discrete velocity method in the molecular velocity space and
on a second order control volume approach in the physical space.
The macroscopic quantities are computed by Gauss–Legendre
quadrature. The implemented algorithm is parallel in the velocity
space and has been extensively applied in previous works to solve
with considerable success heat transfer configurations [3,29]. The
iteration process between the kinetic equations and the corre-
sponding moments of the distribution functions is terminated
when the convergence criteria

1
3K

XK

i¼1

qðtþ1Þ
i � qðtÞi

			 			þ sðtþ1Þ
i � sðtÞi

			 			þ qðtþ1Þ
i � qðtÞi

			 			h i
< e ð38Þ

with t denoting the iteration index and K the number of nodes in
the physical space, is fulfilled. The kinetic results presented here
have been obtained with 4001 equally spaced nodes and 96 molec-
ular velocities being the roots of the corresponding Legendre poly-
nomial, while the tolerance parameter is set to e ¼ 10�8 .

Computations have been performed with a parallel version of
the code parallelizing in the molecular velocity space on 3
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3570 cpus at 3.40 GHz (total of 12 cores).
The computational times per iteration for the BGK, Shakhov,
Holway, Andries and Rykov models are roughly speaking in the
ratio 1:2:3:4:6, i.e. the computational time of the polyatomic mod-
els is approximately three times higher than the corresponding
monatomic ones. It is noted that the total number of iterations
for convergence depends only on the reference rarefaction param-
eter and is independent of the model. To have an idea of the
required computational times, it is stated indicatively that the sim-
ulation of the case d0 ¼ 50, TH=TC ¼ 3 with the above defined par-
allelization and numerical parameters, based on the Holway
model, takes about 3.2 min (serial execution time about 32 min).

The computational results always coincide in the free molecular
limit (d0 ¼ 0) with the corresponding analytical results of the
translational and rotational temperatures and heat fluxes. Also,
as d0 is increased, the computed heat flux gradually tends to the
analytical one in the hydrodynamic limit. The analytical solutions
in the two limits are provided in the Appendix B.
erature (right) fields in gaseous O2 confined between parallel plates with TC ¼ 400 K,



Fig. 2. Comparison between the dimensionless number density distributions qðyÞ
of the Andries model and the DSMC method for a diatomic HS gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:73,
ZðDSMCÞ ¼ ZðAÞ ¼ 5, m ¼ �0:5, h ¼ 0:27) and various values of d0 with TH=TC ¼ 1:1 (up),
TH=TC ¼ 3 (middle) and TH=TC ¼ 10 (down).

Fig. 3. Comparison between the dimensionless translational strðyÞ and rotational
srotðyÞ temperature distributions of the Andries model and the DSMC method for a
diatomic HS gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:73, ZðDSMCÞ ¼ ZðAÞ ¼ 5, m ¼ �0:5, h ¼ 0:27) and various
values of d0 with TH=TC ¼ 1:1 (up), TH=TC ¼ 3 (middle) and TH=TC ¼ 10 (down).
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4. DSMC solution of the Boltzmann equation

In order to assess the capabilities of the kinetic model described
in previous sections, the problem has also been studied by solving
the Boltzmann equation for a gas of linear rigid rotators. When, as
in the case considered here, intrinsic molecular angular momenta
(spin) have no preferential alignment, it is desirable to describe
molecular internal states through a single variable, the internal
energy I or the angular momentum modulus. Then, the gas is
described by a spin orientation averaged distribution function
f ðr̂; t; I; tÞ which obeys a Boltzmann equation in the usual general
form [17]:

@f
@t
þ t

@f
@r̂
¼ Qðf ; f Þ; ð39Þ

However, the presence of internal states in the collision dynam-
ics and cross section makes the structure of the collision integral Q
more complicated than in the monatomic gas case [17]. The
determination of the form of the collision cross section is not easy.
As is well known, the dynamics of a binary molecular collision is
much more complicated than a binary atomic collision which is lar-
gely amenable to analytical treatment. Simple mechanical models
of translational-rotational coupling (rough spheres, loaded
spheres, spherocylinders) [43] are not flexible enough to fit exper-
imental data on polyatomic species.

Hence, the collision dynamics and cross-sections have been
obtained from the well-known phenomenological model proposed
by Borgnakke and Larsen (B–L) [31]. The model has strong similar-
ities with Holway’s kinetic model. Actually, it describes the cou-
pling between translational and internal degrees of freedom by
mixing elastic and inelastic collisions. In inelastic molecular
encounters, post-collisional values of internal states are obtained
sampling an equilibrium probability density. However, the overall
binary collision probability more realistically depends on relative
velocity, according to the adopted total collision cross section
model. This is not the case for the kinetic models considered in this



Table 1
Dimensionless translational heat fluxes qðiÞtr , i ¼ A;H;R for a diatomic gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:72) with HS molecules (x ¼ 0:5) at the hot plate (y ¼ �1=2) and various values of d0 and
TH=TC (ZðRÞ ¼ ZðAÞ ¼ 6:50; m ¼ �0:50, h ¼ 0:21, -o ¼ 0:458, -1 ¼ 2:840, ZðHÞ ¼ 4:67).

d0 TH=TC ¼ ð1þ bÞ=ð1� bÞ

1.1 3.0 10.0

Andries Holway Rykov Andries Holway Rykov Andries Holway Rykov

0 5.37(�2) 5.37(�2) 5.37(�2) 5.06(�1) 5.06(�1) 5.06(�1) 5.98(�1) 5.98(�1) 5.98(�1)
0.1 5.11(�2) 5.11(�2) 5.09(�2) 4.84(�1) 4.84(�1) 4.83(�1) 5.83(�1) 5.83(�1) 5.88(�1)
1 3.79(�2) 3.79(�2) 3.77(�2) 3.65(�1) 3.65(�1) 3.66(�1) 4.68(�1) 4.67(�1) 4.82(�1)
5 1.92(�2) 1.92(�2) 1.95(�2) 1.92(�1) 1.92(�1) 1.95(�1) 2.75(�1) 2.75(�1) 2.85(�1)
10 1.21(�2) 1.21(�2) 1.23(�2) 1.22(�1) 1.22(�1) 1.25(�1) 1.84(�1) 1.84(�1) 1.90(�1)
50 3.03(�3) 3.03(�3) 3.10(�3) 3.13(�2) 3.13(�2) 3.20(�2) 4.96(�2) 4.96(�2) 5.07(�2)
100 1.56(�3) 1.57(�3) 1.60(�3) 1.62(�2) 1.62(�2) 1.66(�2) 2.58(�2) 2.58(�2) 2.64(�2)

Table 2
Dimensionless rotational heat fluxes qðiÞrot , i ¼ A;H;R for a diatomic gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:72) with HS molecules (x ¼ 0:5) at the hot plate (y ¼ �1=2) and various values of d0 and TH=TC

(ZðRÞ ¼ ZðAÞ ¼ 6:50; m ¼ �0:50, h ¼ 0:21, -o ¼ 0:458, -1 ¼ 2:840, ZðHÞ ¼ 4:67).

d0 TH=TC ¼ ð1þ bÞ=ð1� bÞ

1.1 3.0 10.0

Andries Holway Rykov Andries Holway Rykov Andries Holway Rykov

0 2.68(�2) 2.68(�2) 2.68(�2) 2.53(�1) 2.53(�1) 2.53(�1) 2.99(�1) 2.99(�1) 2.99(�1)
0.1 2.54(�2) 2.54(�2) 2.51(�2) 2.40(�1) 2.40(�1) 2.39(�1) 2.90(�1) 2.90(�1) 2.91(�1)
1 1.80(�2) 1.80(�2) 1.74(�2) 1.74(�1) 1.74(�1) 1.69(�1) 2.24(�1) 2.24(�1) 2.24(�1)
5 8.55(�3) 8.55(�3) 8.11(�3) 8.59(�2) 8.59(�2) 8.20(�2) 1.25(�1) 1.24(�1) 1.21(�1)
10 5.27(�3) 5.27(�3) 4.98(�3) 5.39(�2) 5.38(�2) 5.12(�2) 8.18(�2) 8.18(�2) 7.85(�2)
50 1.31(�3) 1.31(�3) 1.25(�3) 1.36(�2) 1.36(�2) 1.29(�2) 2.17(�2) 2.16(�2) 2.05(�2)
100 6.79(�4) 6.79(�4) 6.44(�4) 7.05(�3) 7.04(�3) 6.68(�3) 1.12(�2) 1.12(�2) 1.07(�2)

Table 3
Dimensionless heat flux for a monatomic gas with HS molecules (x ¼ 0:5) for various
values of d0 and TH=TC based on the BGK and Shakhov models.

d0 TH=TC ¼ ð1þ bÞ=ð1� bÞ

1.1 3.0 10.0

BGK Shakhov BGK Shakhov BGK Shakhov

0 5.37(�2) 5.37(�2) 5.06(�1) 5.06(�1) 5.98(�1) 5.98(�1)
0.1 5.13(�2) 5.09(�2) 4.86(�1) 4.84(�1) 5.85(�1) 5.89(�1)
1 3.86(�2) 3.81(�2) 3.72(�1) 3.70(�1) 4.74(�1) 4.88(�1)
5 2.02(�2) 2.01(�2) 2.01(�1) 2.02(�1) 2.86(�1) 2.94(�1)
10 1.28(�2) 1.28(�2) 1.30(�1) 1.31(�1) 1.95(�1) 1.98(�1)
50 3.31(�3) 3.31(�3) 3.43(�2) 3.43(�2) 5.42(�2) 5.43(�2)
100 1.72(�3) 1.72(�3) 1.78(�2) 1.78(�2) 2.84(�2) 2.84(�2)
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work, whose collision frequency does not depend on molecular
velocity.

In spite of its phenomenological nature, B–L model parameters
can be easily adapted to reproduce experimental
translational-rotational relaxation rates with good accuracy [44].
Further validation of B–L model is provided by the results of more
sophisticated and computationally demanding CT-DSMC simula-
tions in which molecular collisions are accurately computed by
Classical Trajectories [45], on the basis of potential energy surfaces
Table 4
Comparison between the dimensionless total heat fluxes q of the Andries model and the
various values of d0 and TH=TC (ZðDSMCÞ ¼ ZðAÞ ¼ 5; m ¼ �0:5, h ¼ 0:27).

d0 TH=TC ¼ ð1þ bÞ=ð1� bÞ

1.1 3.0

Andries DSMC Andries DSMC

0.1 7.64(�2) 7.55(�2) 7.24(�1) 7.21(�1)
1 5.56(�2) 5.57(�2) 5.36(�1) 5.35(�1)
5 2.74(�2) 2.80(�2) 2.74(�1) 2.80(�1)
10 1.71(�2) 1.75(�2) 1.73(�1) 1.78(�1)
50 4.26(�3) 4.38(�3) 4.41(�2) 4.55(�2)
100 2.20(�3) 2.28(�3) 2.28(�2) 2.38(�2)
(PES’s), obtained by molecular beams scattering experiments [46]
or ab initio quantum chemistry methods. Fig. 1 compares B–L den-
sity and temperature profiles in molecular Oxygen, confined
between two parallel plates, to similar computations based on
Classical Trajectories modeling of O2–O2 encounters [46]. The wall
temperatures TC and TH have been set respectively equal to 400 K
and 600 K. The reference Knudsen number computed from O2 vis-
cosity at ðTC þ THÞ=2 is equal to 1=35. The B–L implementation has
been based on hard sphere cross section and a temperature inde-
pendent rotational relaxation number ZðDSMCÞ ¼ 5. Full accommo-
dation at walls has been assumed for both B–L and CT-DSMC
simulations. As the comparison shows, B–L model provides a very
good approximation of the accurate collision dynamics provided
by Classical Trajectories simulations, for the considered heat trans-
fer geometry.

In order to provide comparisons with kinetic models predic-
tions, steady, spatially one-dimensional solutions of Eq. (39) have
been obtained as the long time limit of unsteady solutions, numer-
ically computed by a DSMC scheme [47] in which f ðŷ; t; I; tÞ is rep-
resented by a large number of mathematical particles. Each of
them is characterized by velocity tðtÞ, rotational energy IðtÞ and
spatial position ŷðtÞ, being ŷ the coordinate which spans the gap
between the plates. As is well known, the particles states are
DSMC method for a diatomic gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:73) with HS molecules (x ¼ 0:5) and

7.0 10.0

Andries DSMC Andries DSMC

8.90(�1) 8.87(�1) 8.73(�1) 8.70(�1)
6.86(�1) 6.81(�1) 6.89(�1) 6.81(�1)
3.77(�1) 3.82(�1) 3.95(�1) 3.99(�1)
2.46(�1) 2.52(�1) 2.62(�1) 2.68(�1)
6.47(�2) 6.68(�2) 6.99(�2) 7.23(�2)
3.36(�2) 3.50(�2) 3.63(�2) 3.78(�2)



Table 5
Dimensionless translational and rotational heat fluxes for a polyatomic gas (j ¼ 3, Pr ¼ 0:72) with HS molecules (x ¼ 0:5) at the hot plate (y ¼ �1=2) and various values of d0 and
TH=TC based on the Andries model (ZðAÞ ¼ 6:50; m ¼ �0:50, h ¼ 0:21).

d0 TH=TC ¼ ð1þ bÞ=ð1� bÞ

1.1 3.0 7.0 10.0

0 5.37(�2) 4.03(�2) 5.06(�1) 3.79(�1) 6.14(�1) 4.61(�1) 5.98(�1) 4.49(�1)
0.1 5.11(�2) 3.80(�2) 4.84(�1) 3.61(�1) 5.95(�1) 4.43(�1) 5.83(�1) 4.35(�1)
1 3.79(�2) 2.70(�2) 3.65(�1) 2.61(�1) 4.66(�1) 3.34(�1) 4.68(�1) 3.36(�1)
5 1.92(�2) 1.28(�2) 1.91(�1) 1.29(�1) 2.62(�1) 1.78(�1) 2.75(�1) 1.86(�1)
10 1.20(�2) 7.88(�3) 1.22(�1) 8.05(�2) 1.73(�1) 1.15(�1) 1.83(�1) 1.22(�1)
50 3.01(�3) 1.96(�3) 3.11(�2) 2.03(�2) 4.57(�2) 2.98(�2) 4.93(�2) 3.23(�2)
100 1.56(�3) 1.01(�3) 1.61(�2) 1.05(�2) 2.37(�2) 1.55(�2) 2.57(-2) 1.67(-2)

Fig. 4. Dimensionless total heat flux qðHÞ of a diatomic HS gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:71,
ZðHÞ ¼ 5) in terms of thermal accommodation coefficient a for various values of d0

and TH=TC ¼ 1:1 (up), TH=TC ¼ 3 (middle), TH=TC ¼ 10 (down) based on the Holway
model.
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advanced from time t to time t þ Dt in two stages. In the first stage
gas–gas collisions are neglected and particles move along straight
lines with the constant velocity and rotational energy they had at
time t. In this free flight stage wall boundary conditions are applied
to change the velocity and internal energy of molecules hitting a
wall. In the second stage, particles positions are kept fixed and
equal to the final values resulting from the free flight. Particles
belonging to the same cell of the spatial grid are allowed to collide
according to the rule described above. In all DSMC simulations, a
diatomic gas has been considered (j ¼ 2). Hard spheres collision
cross section has been assumed in combination with a standard
implementation of B–L model [29], in which a temperature inde-
pendent value of the parameter ZðDSMCÞ has been used.
Macroscopic quantities are obtained by sampling and time averag-
ing particles microscopic states after the onset of steady flow
conditions.

Gas–surface interaction is described by Maxwell’s model which
allows velocities of molecules hitting a solid wall to be diffusively
scattered with probability a or specularly reflected with probabil-
ity 1� a. When specular reflection occurs, the internal energy I is
not changed by the collision with a wall. In the case of diffuse scat-
tering, internal energy is sampled from the wall Maxwellian given
by Eq. (29). The reported DSMC results have been obtained from
simulations using not less than 1250 particles per cell. The spatial
cell size Dŷ does not exceed 1=20 of the reference mean free path.
The time step Dt has been set equal to the minimum between the
estimated time a particle takes to cross a cell, ðDtÞadv ¼ Dŷ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RTH
p

,
and a small fraction ðDtÞcol of the minimum mean free time, based
on the maximum value mc of the collision frequency in the domain.
Macroscopic quantities have been obtained by sampling micro-
scopic particles states for 20� 40� 104 time steps after the esti-
mated onset of steady conditions. The heat fluxes data in Table 4
and the distributions of density and temperature in Figs. 2 and 3
have been obtained by averaging samples of ten statistically inde-
pendent simulations for each temperature and rarefaction param-
eter setting. The heat fluxes dispersion within each sample allows
estimating the statistical error associated with the Monte Carlo
method. In most of the cases the relative statistical error is well
below 1%. Larger relative standard deviations (around 2%) are
found for the largest value of the rarefaction parameter and the
smallest temperature ratio.

The computing time associated to a serial DSMC simulation
amounts to about 5� 10�8 s per time step, per particle, on a work-
station equipped with Intel Xeon E5–2630 cpus, running at
2.3 Ghz. For instance, the simulation of the case d0 ¼ 50,
TH=TC ¼ 3 with 1000 spatial cells and 2:0� 105 particles, takes
about 40 min to execute 3:0� 105 time steps and produce an accu-
rate solution. The performances of a parallel version of the code
can be estimated by considering that well designed DSMC parallel
implementations have efficiency close to 80% [48].

5. Results and discussion

Results for the heat fluxes and the distributions of temperature
and density obtained by the Holway, Rykov and Andries models as
well as by the DSMC method in a wide range of all involved



Fig. 5. Dimensionless translational heat flux qðHÞtr at the hot plate of a diatomic HS gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:71, Z ¼ 5) in terms of atr (left) and arot (right) for d0 ¼ ½0:1;1;10� and
TH=TC ¼ 1:1 (up), TH=TC ¼ 3 (middle), TH=TC ¼ 10 (down) based on the Holway model.
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parameters are presented in tabulated and graphical form. The
temperature ratio of the hot over the cold plate takes the values
of TH=TC ¼ ð1þ bÞ=ð1� bÞ ¼ ½1:1;3;7;10� covering the cases of
small, moderate and large temperature differences, while the refer-
ence gas rarefaction parameter d0 2 ½0; 100� varies in a wide range
of the gas rarefaction from the free molecular up to the slip regime.
Two types of gas–surface interaction are considered and compar-
isons with measurements under various conditions are included.

The results are organized as follows: Section 5.1 presents
results of the heat fluxes for diatomic and polyatomic gases as well
as a comparison between kinetic and DSMC results including den-
sity and temperature fields. Section 5.2 describes the dependency
of the heat fluxes on the accommodation coefficients and finally,
Section 5.3 is focused on comparison with experiments.

5.1. Heat fluxes and comparison between kinetic and DSMC results

In Tables 1 and 2 the dimensionless translational and rotational
heat fluxes respectively obtained by all three kinetic models are
compared for a diatomic gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:72) with HS molecules.
The temperature ratio and the reference gas rarefaction parameter
take the values of TH=TC ¼ ½1:1; 3;10� and d0 2 ½0; 100� respec-
tively. Since the translational and rotational heat fluxes vary
between the plates the tabulated results are at the hot plate
(y ¼ �1=2). Of course the total heat flux remains constant. The
gas molecules are fully accommodated at the two plates.
Furthermore, in order to ensure comparison compatibility between
the various kinetic models and according to the Appendix A
(Eq. (A4)), where the relaxation rates are discussed, the rotational
collision numbers are set as ZðRÞ ¼ ZðAÞ ¼ 6:50 and ZðHÞ ¼ ZðAÞ � Pr ¼
4:67. Based on these values and j ¼ 1=1:2 (HS molecules) it is
deduced that -o ¼ 0:458, -1 ¼ 2:840 in the Rykov model and
m ¼ �0:50, h ¼ 0:21 in the Andries model. It is clearly seen that
for both heat fluxes the agreement between the corresponding
results obtained by all three models is excellent (within two or
even three significant figures for all values of d0 and TH=TC). The
rotational heat flux is always about one-half of the corresponding
translational one, while in the free molecular limit, is exactly



Fig. 6. Dimensionless rotational heat flux qðHÞrot at the hot plate of a diatomic HS gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:71, Z ¼ 5) with HS molecules in terms of atr (left) and arot (right) for
d0 ¼ ½0:1;1;10� and TH=TC ¼ 1:1 (up), TH=TC ¼ 3 (middle), TH=TC ¼ 10 (down) based on the Holway model.
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one-half. The results for d0 ¼ 0 coincide with the corresponding
analytical ones estimated by Eqs. (B3) in Appendix B.

It is noted that the dependency of the results on the values of ZðiÞ

for the present heat transfer configuration and for all values of d0

and TH=TC tested, in all three models, is small, with the Holway

model being the less sensitive one. Also, as ZðiÞ is increased the
translational heat flux tends to the heat flux of a monatomic gas,
while the rotational heat flux remains always about one-half of
the translational one. To clearly demonstrate that, in Table 3, the
monatomic heat fluxes obtained by the BGK and Shakhov model
are tabulated for the same temperature ratios TH=TC and rarefaction
gas parameters d0 [49]. It is seen that the monoatomic heat fluxes
are close to and always a little bit higher than the translational part
of the corresponding diatomic heat flux, shown in Table 1, while the

total diatomic heat fluxes qðiÞ ¼ qðiÞtr þ qðiÞrot are higher compared to
the corresponding monatomic ones of Table 3 about 30–50%.

A comparison between the dimensionless total heat fluxes
obtained by the Andries model and the DSMC method for a
diatomic gas with ZðDSMCÞ ¼ ZðAÞ ¼ 5 (m ¼ �0:5; h ¼ 0:27) is
presented in Table 4. The particles reflection is purely diffuse at
the walls. The temperature ratio and the reference gas rarefaction
parameter take the values of TH=TC ¼ ½1:1; 3; 7; 10� and
d0 2 ½0; 100� respectively. In all cases the agreement between the
results is very good with the relative error being less than 3%.
Furthermore, the comparison is extended to the number density
distributions plotted in Fig. 2 as well as to the translational and
rotational temperature distributions plotted in Fig. 3 for various
typical values of d0 and TH=TC demonstrating excellent agreement
between the deterministic and stochastic approaches. It is also
seen that the translational and rotational distributions are very
close to each other and through Eq. (11) it is deduced that
s ’ str ’ srot , with the larger deviations occurring at larger temper-
ature differences and intermediate values of the gas rarefaction.
Overall, the effectiveness of the Andries as well as of the Holway
and Rykov models to simulate this heat transfer configuration is
clearly demonstrated.
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In Table 5 the translational and rotational heat fluxes of a poly-
atomic gas ðj ¼ 3Þ based on the Andries model with ZðAÞ ¼ 6:50,
m ¼ �0:50, h ¼ 0:21 and purely diffuse reflection at the walls are
tabulated. The results are at the hot plate for
TH=TC ¼ ½1:1; 3; 7; 10� and d0 2 ½0;100�. Overall, the qualitative
variation of the polyatomic heat fluxes in terms of TH=TC and d0

is similar to the diatomic ones. More specifically, the translational
parts of the polyatomic and diatomic heat fluxes are close, while
the rotational part of the polyatomic heat flux is always higher
than the corresponding one of the diatomic gas. Comparing the
total polyatomic heat fluxes with those in Table 3, it is deduced
that they are about 50%–75% higher than the corresponding mona-
tomic ones. The analytical free molecular solutions are fully recov-
ered with the rotational part to be 75% of the translational one.
5.2. Effect of accommodation coefficients

The effect of partial accommodation at the walls on the heat
fluxes is investigated based on the two types of boundary condi-
tions presented in Section 3.3. Results are provided for the typical
values TH=TC ¼ ½1:1; 3; 10�, d0 2 ½0;100� and they are based on the
Holway kinetic model.

First the boundary condition (35)–(37) with the one energy
accommodation coefficient a 2 ½0;1�, defined by Eq. (34), is consid-
ered. In Fig. 4, the dimensionless total heat flux qðHÞ of a diatomic
gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:71, ZðHÞ ¼ 5) with HS molecules in terms of a is
plotted. As expected the effect of a on the total heat flux becomes
more significant as d0 is decreased, i.e. as the gas becomes more
rarefied, while at d0 ¼ 100 the total heat flux is practically indepen-
dent of a. Also, in almost all cases as a is increased the dimension-
less total heat flux is monotonically increased, which is physically
justified since a larger portion of particles are reflected with tem-
peratures closer to the wall temperatures. However, for large tem-
perature differences this is true only at large d0, while as d0 is
decreased a maximum heat flux is observed at some a < 1. This
is clearly shown at TH=TC ¼ 10 and d0 6 0:1, where the maximum
heat flux is reached at about a ¼ 0:95. It has been found that as
the temperature ratio is further increased the value of a where
the maximum heat flux occurs is decreased. The behavior of both
the translational and rotational parts of the heat flux with respect
to a is similar to the one described here for the total heat flux and
therefore is not shown separately. These findings have also been
confirmed by simulations with the other kinetic models and the
DSMC approach. In addition, the results for d0 ¼ 0 are in excellent
agreement with the corresponding analytical ones given in the
Appendix B, where the detailed dependence of qfm on the parame-
ters a and b is shown in Fig. 14.
Fig. 7. Dimensionless distributions of number density qðyÞ (left) and translational temp
and d0 ¼ 1 for various values of atr with arot ¼ 1, based on the Holway model.
Next, the boundary condition (30–33) with the two energy
accommodation coefficients atr 2 ½0;1� and arot 2 ½0;1�, defined by
Eqs. (28), is considered and the effect of the accommodation coef-
ficients on each of the translational and rotational parts of the heat
flux is investigated. In Fig. 5, the dimensionless translational heat

flux qðHÞtr at the hot plate of a diatomic gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:71, Z ¼ 5)
with HS molecules in terms of atr with arot ¼ 1 as well as in terms

of arot with atr ¼ 1 is plotted. It is seen that the dependency of qðHÞtr

on atr is very similar to the one observed before of qðHÞ on a. On the

contrary qðHÞtr is actually independent of arot .

In Fig. 6, the corresponding plots for qðHÞrot are provided. The rota-
tional heat flux depends on both atr and arot . With regard to atr the
dependency is in general weak in small temperature differences
but becomes stronger as the temperature difference is increased
and the gas becomes more rarefied. It is interesting to observe that

in these latter conditions as atr is increased qðHÞrot is decreased. With
regard to arot the dependency of the rotational heat flux is strong

and as arot is increased, qðHÞrot is also increased.
The effect of the two thermal accommodation coefficients on

the density and temperature distributions is shown in Figs. 7 and
8 for a diatomic HS gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:71, Z ¼ 5) in the case of
TH=TC ¼ 10 and d0 ¼ 1. The dimensionless wall temperatures are
sH ¼ 1:82 and sC ¼ 0:18. More specifically, in Fig. 7 the distribu-
tions of density and translational temperature are plotted for var-
ious values of atr with arot ¼ 1. It is seen that at small values of atr

both distributions, even at this large temperature ratio, are almost
anti-symmetric about y ¼ 0 (typical of a linear configuration) and
then as atr is increased the anti-symmetry is vanished (typical of
a nonlinear configuration). The effect of the variation of atr on
the wall temperature jump is more dominant at the cold rather
than in the hot wall. The coefficient arot has always a very small
effect or no effect at all on these distributions and therefore its
effect is not plotted. On the contrary, both atr and arot have an
important effect on the rotational temperature shown in Fig. 8. It

is seen that as atr is increased, sðHÞrot ðyÞ is decreased in a uniform
manner along the distance y (the curves are almost parallel to each

other). Also, at large values of arot , the sðHÞrot ðyÞ distribution is
antisymmetric and as arot is decreased it becomes antisymmetric.
In addition, as TH=TC is decreased the effect of atr and arot on

sðHÞrot ðyÞ is drastically decreased.
Furthermore, comparing the translational and rotational tem-

peratures in Figs. 7 and 8 respectively with atr 6 1 and arot ¼ 1 it

is seen that sðHÞtr ’ sðHÞrot only when atr ¼ 1 while as atr is reduced
the translational and rotational temperatures start to depart of
each other. To clearly demonstrate that the two temperatures are
plotted for atr ¼ 1, arot ¼ 0:2 and atr ¼ 0:2, arot ¼ 1 at two different
erature sðHÞtr ðyÞ (right) of a diatomic HS gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:71, Z ¼ 5) with TH=TC ¼ 10



Fig. 8. Dimensionless distributions of rotational temperature sðHÞrot ðyÞ of a diatomic HS gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:71, Z ¼ 5) with TH=TC ¼ 10 and d0 ¼ 1 for various values of atr with
arot ¼ 1 (left) and arot with atr ¼ 1 (right), based on the Holway model.

Fig. 9. Dimensionless distributions of translational sðHÞtr (solid lines) and rotational sðHÞrot (dashed lines) of a diatomic HS gas (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:71, Z ¼ 5) with atr–arot for TH=TC ¼ 10
and d0 ¼ 0:1 (left) and d0 ¼ 10 (right), based on the Holway model.
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values of the reference gas rarefaction parameter in Fig. 9. It is seen
that for atr–arot , i.e., when translational and rotational energies are
differently accommodated at the walls, then the corresponding

temperatures vary significantly (sðHÞtr –sðHÞrot ) and this difference is
significant both at d0 ¼ 0:1 and 10. Also, at d0 ¼ 0:1 the departure

between sðHÞtr and sðHÞrot is larger with the variation of arot rather than
of atr . It is expected that similar results will be obtained performing
molecular dynamics simulations.
Fig. 10. Comparison between the experimental data in [27] and the computational
results obtained by the Holway model and the DSMC method (gas: N2, Pr ¼ 0:71,
ZðDSMCÞ ¼ 5, TH=TC ¼ 1:0291, TH ¼ 301:96 K, a ¼ 0:76, HS molecules).
5.3. Comparison with experiments

A comparison with the early experimental results in [27] and
the more recent ones in [13] is performed based on the kinetic
Holway model and the DSMC method. In both experiments the
temperature difference between the plates is small, the gas is
nitrogen (N2) and the associated energy accommodation coeffi-
cient have been experimentally determined from heat transfer
measurements at low pressures where the Knudsen formula is
valid to be about a ¼ 0:75� 0:8. The simulations have been per-
formed for a diatomic HS gas with Pr ¼ 0:71 with the experimental
accommodation coefficients, while the rotational collision number
for the DSMC approach is taken to be ZðDSMCÞ ¼ 5.

The comparison with [27] is shown in Fig. 10 in terms of the
total heat flux normalized with the corresponding free molecular
heat flux versus the inverse of the reference Knudsen number.
The measured temperature of the hot plate and the temperature
ratio are TH ¼ 301:96 K and TH=TC ¼ 1:0291 respectively, while
the experimentally determined thermal accommodation coeffi-
cient is a ¼ 0:76. The Holway model simulations have been
performed for these data with ZðHÞ ¼ 5 as well as with Z obtained
by the Landau–Teller (L–T) expression [47] based on the Lordi
and Mates [50] experimental data. As it is seen the computed
results are in very good agreement with the experimental ones
in the whole range of the inverse Knudsen number. It is noted
however, that the implemented gas–surface interaction model is
not capable to capture both the heat flux and density variations
presented in [27] simultaneously and to achieve that more com-
plex boundary conditions, as the ones in [18] are needed.

The comparison with [13] is shown in Fig. 11 in terms of the
dimensionless total heat flux q versus the inverse measured
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pressure. The measured temperatures of the hot and cold plates are
TH ¼ 308:3 K and TC ¼ 288:3 K respectively (TH=TC ¼ 1:069), while
the associated experimentally estimated thermal accommodation
coefficients are aH ¼ 0:795 and aC ¼ 0:808 [13]. Simulations have
been performed for these data with the Holway model (ZðHÞ ¼ 5).
Excellent agreement between the kinetic results and measure-
ments is observed in the whole range of measured pressures.

In order to obtain a more physical understanding of the heat
transfer in monatomic and polyatomic gases and to facilitate com-
parisons with experiments, in Fig. 12, some dimensional total heat
fluxes [W/m2] in terms of the reference pressure P0 [Pa] are given
for the monatomic gases of He and Ar (j ¼ 0, Pr ¼ 0:67), the dia-
tomic gases of H2 and N2 (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:71) and for the polyatomic
gases of CO2 (j ¼ 2, Pr ¼ 0:75) and CH4 (j ¼ 3, Pr ¼ 0:75). The dis-
tance between the plates is H ¼ 5 mm with the temperature of
the cold plate to be set at TC ¼ 293 K and temperature ratio
TH=TC ¼ 3. The reference pressure P0 2 ½10�3;5� 102� Pa is easily
connected to the rarefaction parameter d0, via Eq. (8) once the vis-
cosity and the most probable velocity of each gas is specified. All
computations are based on the Holway model and the VHS interac-
tion law with x ¼ ½0:66; 0:81;0:67;0:74;0:93;0:84� for He, Ar, H2,
N2, CO2, CH4 respectively. It is noted that the experimentally esti-
mated rotational collision number of these gases may vary
between one and five [39]. However, the dependency of the results
on Z is small and therefore in all cases ZðHÞ ¼ 5 is introduced. It is
seen that, as expected, the heat flux is monotonically increased
with pressure. At highly rarefied atmospheres the heat flux is
Fig. 11. Comparison between the experimental data in [13] and the computational
results obtained by the Holway model (gas: N2, Pr ¼ 0:71, ZðHÞ ¼ 5, TH ¼ 308:3 K,
TH=TC ¼ 1:069, aC ¼ 0:795, aC ¼ 0:808, HS molecules).

Fig. 12. Dimensional heat flux through various gases enclosed between two plates
with distance H ¼ 5 mm for TC ¼ 293 K and TH=TC ¼ 3 in terms of the reference
pressure obtained by the Holway model (ZðHÞ ¼ 5, VHS model).
proportional to gas pressure, then, in the transition regime the
relation becomes more complex and at dense atmospheres the
heat flux depends weakly and finally is independent of pressure.

More importantly, it is observed in Fig. 12, that under the same
conditions the heat flux of different gases varies significantly. The
largest heat fluxes are achieved for H2 followed successively by the
heat fluxes of He, CH4, N2, CO2 and Ar. This trend is valid in the
whole range of pressure except for the curves of CO2 and Ar, which
cross each other at some relatively large pressure P0 > 1 Pa. In
monatomic gases confined between surfaces the heat transfer is
increased as the molar mass of the gas is decreased and the molec-
ular velocities are increased. However, this remark cannot be gen-
eralized in the case of polyatomic gases since the additional
degrees of freedom result to additional heat transfer, as seen in
Fig. 12, where in a wide range of pressure the heat flux of CO2 is
larger than that of Ar, while its molar mass is larger.

6. Concluding remarks

The problem of heat transfer through rarefied polyatomic gases
confined between two parallel plates maintained at different tem-
peratures is solved based on three kinetic models namely the ones
proposed by Holway, Rykov and Andries as well as on the DSMC
scheme supplemented by the Borgnakke–Larsen collision model.
Results for the heat fluxes and the distributions of density and
temperature are provided for small, moderate and large tempera-
ture differences in a wide range of the gas rarefaction from the free
molecular limit up to the slip regime with full and partial energy
accommodation at the boundaries. The three kinetic models and
the DSMC method provide very close values of the computed
macroscopic quantities as well as very good agreement with corre-
sponding experimental data available in the literature. In addition,
the computational results perfectly match the analytical ones in
the free molecular limit and tend to the analytical ones in the
hydrodynamic regime.

Based on the above, the validity of the implemented modeling
approaches is demonstrated. All kinetic models provide accurate
results for the specific problem. The H-theorem has been proved
for the Andries model and can be readily obtained for the
Holway model, while no such proof exists for the Rykov model.
Surely, the Holway model is the simplest to use since it depends
only on one parameter, the Prandtl number, but probably not accu-
rate enough to treat problems with combined heat transfer and
flow phenomena. The Rykov model remains a solid alternative
for diatomic gases, while very recently has been extended to poly-
atomic gases [51]. It is noted that for this specific heat transfer
problem the dependency of the results on the parameter indicating
the strength of translational-rotational coupling is very small for
all kinetic models and the DSMC method (the Holway model is
the less sensitive one).

The total heat fluxes of diatomic and polyatomic gases have
been found to be higher about 30%–50% and 50%–75% respectively
than the corresponding monatomic ones, with the highest differ-
ences occurring in the free molecular limit. Furthermore, as the
amount of elastic compared to inelastic collisions is increased,
the translational heat fluxes are slightly increased and they tend
to the monatomic ones, while always the rotational heat fluxes
are about 50% and 75% of the translational ones for diatomic and
polyatomic gases respectively. Also, the translational and rota-
tional temperature distributions (as well as the total temperature)
are very close to each other for each set of parameters examined
and they are similar to the corresponding monatomic ones when
the translational and rotational accommodation coefficients are
the same. On the contrary they depart from each other when the
two coefficients are different. In most cases as the thermal accom-
modation coefficient a is increased, i.e. the gas–surface interaction



Fig. 13. Translational–rotational relaxation in a homogeneous gas.
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becomes more diffusive, the dimensionless total heat flux is
monotonically increased. However, for adequately large tempera-
ture differences and efficiently high gas rarefaction levels a
non-monotonic behavior, with a maximum total heat flux at some
a < 1 has been observed. A detailed description of the behavior of
the translational and rotational heat fluxes and temperatures on
the partial energy accommodation at the walls is provided.
Finally, providing some dimensional results, it has been found that
while in monatomic gases the heat flux is always increased as the
molar mass is decreased, this is not necessarily the case in poly-
atomic gases since the additional degrees of freedom result to
additional heat transfer.

Overall, it is noted that the present work may be useful in the
heat transfer design and optimization of MEMS, vacuum sensors
and other technological devices with polyatomic gases. It is also
noted that the presented results are in a range of heat transfer
parameters where the assumption of a gas of rigid rotators is jus-
tified, while future work will refer to polyatomic gases taking into
consideration the vibrational degrees of freedom.
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Appendix A. Relaxation rates in a homogenous gas

Comparisons between the translational-rotational relaxation
rates of the applied kinetic model equations and those of the
DSMC method with the Borgnakke–Larsen collision model are per-
formed. Consider a spatially homogeneous polyatomic gas at a con-
stant equilibrium total temperature but different initial rotational
and translational temperatures. Then, the rotational and transla-
tional temperatures will evolve and relax toward the constant
equilibrium total temperature with a common rate determined
by the collision frequency and rotational relaxation parameter Z.
By operating accordingly on the kinetic model equations the time
evolution of the translational-rotational temperatures may be

obtained. Then, the parameter ZðiÞ is accordingly fixed to ensure
equivalent translational and rotational relaxation rates in order
to have a consistent comparison.

The kinetic model Eqs. (14) and (22) are rewritten for a
time-dependent homogeneous system, i.e., by adding the time
derivative term and omitting all space derivatives terms. Then,
they are accordingly combined and the resulting equations are
integrated over the velocity space to yield the following relaxation
equations for each model:
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All above equations have been deduced by introducing
hard-sphere interactions (x ¼ 1=2) and the dimensionless time

t ¼ ~t=ðk0=t0Þ, with k0 ¼ 1=ð
ffiffiffi
2
p

pd2n0Þ and d denoting the molecular
diameter, as well as the equation @n=@t ¼ 0. It is also noted that in
the relaxation equations of the Andries model ZðAÞ ¼ ð1� mþ hmÞ=h
and Pr ¼ ð1� mþ hmÞ�1.

The relaxation rates of the kinetic model equations have been
compared numerically with the corresponding ones of the DSMC
method. It has been found that by setting

ZðDSMCÞ ¼ ZðAÞðm; hÞ ¼ ZðRÞð-0;-1Þ ¼
ZðHÞ

Pr
; ðA4Þ

where ZðDSMCÞ denotes the rotation collision parameter in the DSMC
simulations, nearly identical translational-rotational relaxation
rates are produced in all cases. The relations between the rotational
collision numbers of the three kinetic models, shown in Eq. (A4), are
well justified by Eqs. (A1)–(A3), while their connection to ZðDSMCÞ is
validated numerically. Some indicative results are demonstrated in
Fig. 13, where the time evolution of the translational and rotational
temperatures towards the equilibrium temperature for a diatomic

gas with Pr ¼ 0:73 and initial conditions sðiÞtr ð0Þ ¼ 3 and sðiÞrotð0Þ ¼ 1,
are shown. It is seen that for ZðDSMCÞ ¼ ZðRÞ ¼ ZðAÞ ¼ 5 and
ZðHÞ ¼ 3:65 excellent agreement in the relaxation towards equilib-
rium between all models is obtained. The rotational collision num-
ber ZðAÞ has been obtained with m ¼ �0:5 and h ¼ 0:273, while
ZðHÞ ¼ ZðDSMCÞ Pr. On the contrary for ZðHÞ ¼ 5 the Holway model pre-
sents a slower relaxation towards equilibrium. Eq. (A4) is used in
Section 5.1 to define the rotational collision number for the various
kinetic models and the DSMC method in order to have a consistent
comparison between the computed heat fluxes.

Appendix B. Analytical solutions at the free molecular and
hydrodynamic limits

In the free molecular limit (d0 ¼ 0) the right hand side of the
kinetic model Eqs. (14) and (22) becomes zero and then based on
the associated boundary conditions closed form expressions for
the reduced distributions functions WðiÞ are readily deduced, which
are substituted into the moment Eqs. (19)–(21) and (27) to yield
analytical results for the macroscopic distributions. It is noted that
in the free molecular limit all moments are independent of y and
remain constant at any position between the plates. Following this
procedure and using boundary conditions (35) and (36), the trans-
lational and rotational heat fluxes in terms of the thermal accom-
modation coefficient a and the normalized temperature difference
b are given by
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Fig. 14. The free molecular total heat flux qfm in terms of the thermal accommo-
dation coefficient a and the normalized temperature difference b.
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and

qrot;fmða;bÞ ¼
j
4

qtr;fmða; bÞ ðB2Þ

respectively, where c ¼ ð2� aÞ=ðabÞ. For the specific case of purely
diffuse reflection (a ¼ 1 and c ¼ 1=b), Eqs. (B1) and (B2) are reduced
to
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4
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In Fig. 14 the free molecular total heat flux qfm ¼ qtr;fm þ qrot;fm is
plotted for a diatomic gas (j ¼ 2) in terms of the parameters a and
b. It is seen that at small b, qfm is monotonically increased with
the thermal accommodation coefficient a and the maximum qfm

occurs at a ¼ 1. However, at large b the corresponding behavior is
non-monotonic and the maximum qfm appears at some value of
a < 1. Similar results have also been obtained in Section 5.2 for
d0 > 0, provided that the temperature difference is adequately large
and the gas rarefaction parameter remains low. In the hydrody-
namic limit (d0 !1) the Fourier law is introduced into the energy
equation to yield the total heat flux. Following the same procedure
as in [29], where the Eucken correction is introduced, it is readily
deduced that for a HS gas

qðd0 !1Þ ¼
5
4
þ j

6

� � ð1þ bÞ3=2 � ð1� bÞ3=2
h i

d0
: ðB4Þ

The tabulated numerical results in Section 5.1 for j ¼ 0;2;3 tend
to the corresponding analytical results of Eq. (B4) at large values of
the gas rarefaction parameter.
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